C-TECC Meeting Agenda
December 3rd & 4th, Washington, DC

Monday, December 3, 2018

0730-0800   Sign-in

0800-0820   Pledge of Allegiance & Opening Remarks
■ Katie Fox, Assistant Administrator, FEMA

0820-0900   BOD Report and Committee Updates/Business
■ Reed Smith, Co-Chair, C-TECC
■ Sarah Kessler, Executive Director, C-TECC

0900-0930   Increasing Confidence in Performance of Non-Pneumatic Limb Tourniquets
■ Cassy Robinson, Physical Scientist, NIST

0930-0945   Break

0945-1015   Impact Brain Apnea: Not breathing isn’t dead
■ James (Jim) G Vretis II, Medical Director, DO FAAEM

1015-1035   TXA: Why and Why Not to Give It
■ Babak Sarani, MD, Director, George Washington University

1035-1055   FEMA Be THe Help employee program
■ James Gordon, FEMA

1055-1115   Use of Whole Blood in Civilian EMS
■ Andy Fisher

1115-1140   DHS restructure overview: Countering WMD
■ Duane Caneva
1140-1200 Liaison seat updates
- NAEMT/PHTLS
- InterAgency Board
- NFPA 3000

1200-1000 Lunch on your own

1300-1500 Working Group Updates (10 minutes each)
- International Working Group - Geoff Shapiro, Mark Anderson, Erik Vu & Ramon Reyes
- TECC & Triage - Mark Anderson
- Special populations working group TECC - Joshua Bobko
- K9 TECC - Lee Palmer
- Calcium & the Lethal Triad - Ricky Ditzel
- Psychological Threat Mitigation - Rich Kamin
- Defining Direct Threat/Indirect Threat - Reed Smith
- First Receivers (LEAD NEEDED)
- TECC & CBRNE - Kevin Mcaveina

1500-1515 Public comment

1515-1530 Break

1530-1730 Open guidelines discussion
- TBI Guidance
- Pain management
- Calcium
- CBRNE

1730 Closing Remarks
- Joe Bocchino, GWU TECC Grant
C-TECC Meeting Agenda

December 3rd & 4th, Washington, DC

Tuesday, December 4, 2018

0730-0800   Sign-in
0800-0815   Pledge of Allegiance and Meeting recap
0815-0900   Current Committee Issues
              ■ Perception of TECC certification and instructor training
              ■ Stop the Bleed vs. Be the Help

0900-1200   Guidelines review and voting

1200-1230   Future discussion topics

1230       Adjourn